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Experimental situation (in a nutshell): 


• A SM-like Higgs at 125 GeV:                                                       
the discovered particle looks SM-like so far, but many other 
possibilities, corresponding to very different underlying physics, 
are perfectly compatible with the experimental data as well


• Could there be another Higgs-like state at 750 GeV?                              
Possible interpretation in terms of a heavy SUSY Higgs: MSSM 
with vector-like quarks, NMSSM, …                                                                                      
2016 data will be crucial for the fate of the observed excess and 
the phenomenological viability of different scenarios
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How can a Higgs boson be as light as 125 GeV?

• A new symmetry of nature  ⟶ Supersymmetry, more Higgses?


• A new fundamental interaction of nature  ⟶ composite Higgs? 


• Extra dimensions of space  ⟶ impact on gravity on small scales? 


• Multiverses  ⟶ anthropic principle?

What is the quantum structure of the universe? 
Discovered particle provides experimental access to the structure of 
the vacuum and the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking

Answers to the above questions are among the prime goals of 
the upcoming runs of the LHC and a future e+e- collider

⇒

1 The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism and the SM Higgs sector 3

gauge invariant mass term from coupling to Higgs field

SSB: L is invariant under symmetry transformation, but not the ground states
example: ferromagnet, pencil on the tip
goal: gauge-invariant mass term for gauge boson and fermion from couplings to scalar fields

1.3 Minimal version: SM Higgs sector

scalar SU(2) doublet field (complex) � =

✓
�+

�0

◆
with �� = (�+)† and

�+ = 1p
2
(�3 + i�4) and �0 = 1p

2
(�1 + i�2),

where all �i are real ! 4 degrees of freedom (dof)
generators for weak isospin: I3W
weak hypercharge: YW
electric charge: Q

SSB: SU(2)I⇥U(1)Y
SSB��!U(1)em

assignment of quantum numbers Q = I3W + 1
2YW

! weak hypercharge of �: YW = 1

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the potential V (�).

Higgs potential: V (�) = �
4 (�

†�)2 � µ2�†�
� � 0: potential bounded from below
µ2 > 0: SSB

Minimum of V : (�†�) = 1
2(�

2
1 + �2

2 + �2
3 + �2

4) =
2µ2

�

! non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV) v: |h�i|2 = 2µ2

� =: v2

2
! infinite set of degenerate ground states
transform into each other under symmetry transformation

QFT: need to expand around ground state ! selection of specific ground state ! SSB
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Higgs Physics, Georg Weiglein, Nikhef Topical Lectures, Amsterdam, 04 / 2016

Unitarity cancellation in longitudinal gauge boson 
scattering

46

Unitarity cancellations in longitudinal gauge
boson scattering

E.g.: WW scattering, longitudinally polarised: WLWL → WLWL

MV =

W

W

W

W

γ, Z
+ γ, Z +

= −g2 E2

M2
W

+ O(1) for E ≫ MW

⇒ violation of probability conservation

Compensated by Higgs contribution:

MS =

W

W

W

W

H

+ H

= g2
WWH

E2

M4
W

+ O(1) for E ≫ MW, gWWH = g2 MW
Higgs physics after the discovery, Georg Weiglein, Physikalisches Kolloquium, Würzburg, 10 / 2012 – p.18

BSM Higgs physics
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Extended Higgs sectors: where are the additional Higgses and 
how can we find them?


Composite Higgs: resonances, composite top partners, ... ?


…


Distinction possible via:


• Properties of the state at 125 GeV (what about 750 GeV?)


• Impact on longitudinal vector boson scattering


• Search for additional states
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Higgs phenomenology in extended Higgs sectors
Most obvious possibility: state at 125 GeV corresponds to the 
lightest state of an extended Higgs sector


Heavy additional Higgs states ⇒ decoupling behaviour


Interference effects can be important for heavy Higgs 
phenomenology


Examples: 


• Interference effects of the heavy Higgs signal with the background 
and with the state at 125 GeV


• MSSM with CP-violation: h2, h3 are typically nearly mass-
degenerate, have a large mixing

6
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2 Relation of the Higgs mass and width to the complex pole

of the propagator

Before we start our discussion of off-shell effects in H → V V (∗) in the subsequent section,
we shortly elaborate on the relation between the mass and total width of the Higgs boson
and the complex pole of the propagator. Denoting with m0 the tree-level Higgs mass and
with Σ̂ the renormalized self-energy of the Higgs propagator, the complex pole is obtained
through the relation M2 −m2

0 + Σ̂(M2) = 0, where the complex pole can be written in the
form M2 = m2

H
− imHΓH . Therein mH is the physical Higgs mass and ΓH the total width of

the Higgs boson. Expanding the inverse propagator around the complex pole yields

p2 −m2
0 + Σ̂(p2) ≃ (p2 −M2)

!

1 + Σ̂′(M2)
"

(1)

in the vicinity of the complex pole. Accordingly, the Higgs propagator in the vicinity of the
complex pole can be expressed in the well-known form of a Breit-Wigner propagator with
constant width ΓH ,

∆H(p2) =
i

p2 −M2
=

i

p2 −m2
H
+ imHΓH

. (2)

Away from the pole, i.e. in the far off-shell region with p2 ≫ m2
H
, the Higgs width is not of

relevance. For the specific processes that are considered in this paper our choice is equivalent
to the complex-mass scheme [41, 42], which is known to provide gauge-independent results.
Differences with respect to the scheme defined in Refs. [43–45] are expected to be small, in
particular since the constant width ΓH is close to the width therein [45]. For our subsequent
discussion we fix mH = 125GeV and ΓSM

H
= 4.07 · 10−3 GeV, the latter in accordance with

the prescription of the LHC Higgs cross section working group (LHC-HXSWG) [9–11].

3 Off-shell contributions in H → ZZ(∗) and H → W±W∓(∗)

Given the two dominant production processes for a Higgs bosonH at a linear collider, e+e− →
ZH and e+e− → νν̄H, we discuss the validity of the zero-width approximation (ZWA) for
the Higgs decays H → WW (∗) and H → ZZ(∗) within this section. The relevant Feynman
diagrams are presented in Fig. 1. Our discussion follows Refs. [12–14], which are specific to
the dominant production process at the LHC, gluon fusion.

e+

e−

Z

V

V (∗)

H

e+

e−

ν̄
V (∗)

V

ν

W

W H

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for (a) e+e− → ZH → ZV V (∗); (b) e+e− → νν̄H → νν̄V V (∗).

Supplementing the ZWA for the production and the decay part of the process with a
Breit-Wigner propagator, the differential cross section e+e− → ZH → ZV V can be written

3

Sensitivity to the small signal of an additional heavy 
Higgs boson in a Two-Higgs-Doublet model (2HDM) 

7

[S. Liebler, G. Moortgat-Pick, G. W. ’15]

ILC: Potential sensitivity beyond the kinematic reach of Higgs pair 
production

⇒
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Figure 15: Event rates for e+e− → e+e−uūdd̄ for
√
s = 1TeV and

!

Ldt = 500 fb−1 after the
cut pT,4j > 75GeV as a function of the invariant mass of the 4 jets muūdd̄ in the context of
a type II 2HDM with tan β = 1 for different values of (a,b) sβ−α := sin(β − α) = 0.95; (c,d)
sβ−α = 0.98 and (e,f) sβ−α = 0.99 and the two mass scenarios (a,c,e) mH = 400GeV and
(b,d,f) mH = 600GeV.
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Higgs Physics, Georg Weiglein, Nikhef Topical Lectures, Amsterdam, 04 / 2016

Higgs couplings

68

Higgs couplings

Higgs couplings, tree level:

ghVV = sin(β − α) gSMHVV, gHVV = cos(β − α) gSMHVV, V = W±, Z

ghAZ = cos(β − α)
g′

2 cos θW
, gHAZ = sin(β − α)

−g′

2 cos θW

⇒ ghVV ≤ gSMHVV, ghVV, gHVV, ghAZ, gHAZ cannot all be small

In decoupling limit, MA ≫MZ (already realized for MA
>
∼ 150 GeV):

cos(β − α)→ 0

⇒ h is SM-like, H and A decouple from gauge bosons

⇒ Cannot use WBF channels for production of heavy SUSY

Higgses; no H → ZZ → 4µ decay
Beyond the Standard Model (Higgs), Georg Weiglein, IMFP13, Santander, 05 / 2013 – p. 36
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Figure 15: Event rates for e+e− → νν̄uūdd̄ for
√
s = 1TeV and

!

Ldt = 500 fb−1 after the
cut pT,4j > 75GeV as a function of the invariant mass of the 4 jets muūdd̄ in the context of
a type II 2HDM with tan β = 1 for different values of (a,b) sβ−α := sin(β − α) = 0.95; (c,d)
sβ−α = 0.98 and (e,f) sβ−α = 0.99 and the two mass scenarios (a,c,e) mH = 400GeV and
(b,d,f) mH = 600GeV.
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)α-βcos (
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β
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n 
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ATLAS
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Obs 95% CL limit  bandσ1±
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(a) Type-I
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ATLAS
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-120.3 fb

=200 GeVHZZ, m→H
2HDM Type II

Obs 95% CL limit  bandσ1±
Exp 95% CL limit  bandσ2±
Excluded

(b) Type-II

Figure 13: 95% CL exclusion contours in the 2HDM (a) Type-I and (b) Type-II models for mH = 200 GeV, shown
as a function of the parameters cos(� � ↵) and tan �. The red hashed area shows the observed exclusion, with the
solid red line denoting the edge of the excluded region. The dashed blue line represents the expected exclusion
contour and the shaded bands the 1-� and 2-� uncertainties on the expectation. The vertical axis range is set such
that regions where the light Higgs couplings are enhanced by more than a factor of three from their SM values are
avoided.

also not directly comparable with the recent results published by the CMS Collaboration [8] for similar
reasons.

34

8

[ATLAS Collaboration ’15]

LHC: sensitivity to an additional heavy Higgs boson 
of a Two-Higgs-Doublet model (2HDM) 

Recent ATLAS analysis:


Interference effects of heavy 
Higgs with background and light 
Higgs contribution neglected


[N. Greiner, S. Liebler, G. W. ’15]                     
Analysis of gg → e+e-μ+μ-  and 
gg → llνν including signal, 
background and H-h, H-
background interference 
contributions using              
GoSam [G. Cullen et al. ’14]  and 
MadEvent [F. Maltoni, T. Stelzer ’02]

tanβ = 2 
used as 
example 
in the  
plot on 
the next 
slide
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Signal and background contributions (examples)

9

Searching for heavy Higgs bosons.
Check of the Run I analysis.

We did our study also for the full process with GoSam:
Double-resonant W and Z contributions:

H

g

g

µ�
µ+
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Z
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Single- and non-resonant W and Z contributions:

�
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⌫̄e
e+

e�
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�

W�
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⌫̄e
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Single- and non-resonant W and Z contributions:

Stefan Liebler 11 / 23

Analysis of gg → e+e-μ+μ-  and gg → llνν including signal, background and    
H-h, H-background interference: 
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�
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W�
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e�
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Figure 8: Sample diagrams for single- and non-resonant diagrams for the three types of
subprocesses under consideration.

leptons via two intermediate electroweak gauge bosons a sensible choice is to consider the
transverse mass of the underlying two boson system. In our case the two boson system can
be ZZ as well as WW . We therefore define a general transverse mass via

m2
V V,T = (ET,ll + ET,⌫⌫)

2 � |~pT,ll + ~pT,⌫⌫ |2 , (5)

with

ET,ll =
q
p2ll + |~pT,ll|2 , and Emiss

T = ET,⌫⌫ = |~pT,⌫⌫ | . (6)

As we are interested in the heavy Higgs and its interference with the background we put an
additional cut on the invariant mass. For the scenarios where the heavy Higgs is 400 GeV,
we require m4l > 350 GeV for the muonic process, for the neutrino process we apply the
same cut but on m2

V V,T . For the scenarios where the heavy Higgs is 200 GeV, the invariant

mass cut is m4l > 100 GeV or m2
V V,T > 100 GeV respectively. For the other employed cuts

we refer to Section 3.
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Figure 9: (a) Invariant mass distribution for gg ! e+e�µ+µ� and (b) transverse mass
distribution for gg ! e+e�⌫l⌫̄l for scenario S2 at

p
s = 13TeV.

As in the previous Section 4.1 we start the discussion of the numerical results with sce-
nario S2. Fig. 9 shows the invariant mass distribution of the four leptons for gg ! e+e�µ+µ�

and the transverse mass distribution using the definition in Eq. (5) for the processes involving
final state neutrinos. In this plot and in the following we distinguish four di↵erent contribu-
tions. In red, denoted with ’All’, we plot all contributions that lead to the given final state in
the considered scenario. In green, we only plot the contribution from the heavy Higgs boson,
whereas in blue we also add the interference of the heavy Higgs boson with the background
and the light Higgs boson. The contribution |h+B|2, plotted in black, contains besides the
contributions without any Higgs also contributions of the light Higgs as well as the interfer-
ence contributions of the light Higgs boson with non-Higgs diagrams.
In the invariant mass plot of gg ! e+e�µ+µ�, see Fig. 9 (a), the two Higgs boson peaks at

14

gg → e+e-μ+μ-, invariant mass distribution

10

[N. Greiner, S. Liebler, G. W. ’15]

Pronounced h and H signal peaks ⇒

sin(β-α) = -0.995, MH = 200 GeV, tanβ = 2 (ATLAS scenario for 13 TeV): 
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[N. Greiner, S. Liebler, G. W. ’15]

Hadronic gg → ZZ cross sections, impact of 
interference contributions (ATLAS scen., tanβ = 2)

Interferences are small in the region where the ATLAS search was sensitive


Sizable interference effects possible, not necessarily correlated with a 
large width


Larger interference effects possible for higher values of tanβ

⇒

Total width of heavy Higgs H:
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Figure 3: Scenario S2 (a,c,e) and scenario 5 (b,d,f) as a function of c2��↵ showing (a,b) Higgs

width �H in GeV; (c,d) inclusive cross section �X in pb within mI
ZZ (black: X = |H|2; red,

dashed: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H · h); blue, dotdashed: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H · h) + 2Re(H · B));
(e,f) relative ratio of cross sections �X/�|H|2 within mI

ZZ . We show d�X/dmZZ at the three
marked values of c2��↵ in (c,e) in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Scenario S2 (a,c,e) and scenario 5 (b,d,f) as a function of c2��↵ showing (a,b) Higgs

width �H in GeV; (c,d) inclusive cross section �X in pb within mI
ZZ (black: X = |H|2; red,

dashed: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H · h); blue, dotdashed: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H · h) + 2Re(H · B));
(e,f) relative ratio of cross sections �X/�|H|2 within mI

ZZ . We show d�X/dmZZ at the three
marked values of c2��↵ in (c,e) in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Scenario S2 (a,c,e) and scenario 5 (b,d,f) as a function of c2��↵ showing (a,b) Higgs

width �H in GeV; (c,d) inclusive cross section �X in pb within mI
ZZ (black: X = |H|2; red,

dashed: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H · h); blue, dotdashed: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H · h) + 2Re(H · B));
(e,f) relative ratio of cross sections �X/�|H|2 within mI

ZZ . We show d�X/dmZZ at the three
marked values of c2��↵ in (c,e) in Fig. 4.
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ATLAS limits as a function of the heavy Higgs mass
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Figure 14: 95% CL exclusion contours in the 2HDM (a) Type-I and (b) Type-II models for cos(� � ↵) = �0.1,
shown as a function of the heavy Higgs boson mass mH and the parameter tan �. The shaded area shows the
observed exclusion, with the black line denoting the edge of the excluded region. The blue line represents the
expected exclusion contour and the shaded bands the 1-� and 2-� uncertainties on the expectation. The grey area
masks regions where the width of the boson is greater than 0.5% of mH . For the choice of cos(� � ↵) = �0.1 the
light Higgs couplings are not altered from their SM values by more than a factor of two.

36

[ATLAS Collaboration ’15]
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Analysis of interference effects for the scenario of 
the ATLAS analysis

13

Searching for heavy Higgs bosons.
Check of the Run I analysis.

Scenario S1: 2HDM type II with tan� = 2,
sin(��↵) = �0.995 $ cos(��↵) = �0.10, mH = 200GeV, �H = 0.0277GeV
Relevant parameters for variation: mH , cos(� � ↵) and tan�
Let’s start with the previously mentioned mH variation (for

p
s = 8TeV):

�X
=

Z mH+15GeV

mH�15GeV
dmZZ

d�X
(gg ! ZZ)

dmZZ
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�H > 0.5%mH

! Relevance of the interferences remains below 10%.
It’s not so much the mass mH and width �H which determine the relevance of
the interferences, i.e. masked region of ATLAS analysis is safe.

Stefan Liebler 8 / 23

[N. Greiner, S. Liebler, G. W. ’15]

Interference effects remain below the level of 10% even in 
the region that was masked in the ATLAS analysis

⇒
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[N. Greiner, S. Liebler, G. W. ’15]

Hadronic gg → ZZ cross sections, impact of 
interference contributions for larger values of tanβ

Interference effects provide enhanced sensitivity to heavy Higgs H⇒

sin(β-α) = 0.990, MH = 400 GeV:

tanβ = 20
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Figure 12: Scenario S2 (S5) as a function of t� showing (a) the Higgs width �H in GeV; (b)
the inclusive cross section �X in pb within mI

ZZ for
p
s = 13TeV (black: X = |H|2; red,

dashed: X = |H|2+2Re(H ·h); blue, dot-dashed: X = |H|2+2Re(H ·h)+2Re(H ·B)); (c) the
relative ratio of cross sections �X/�|H|2 within mI

ZZ . The partonic cross section d�X/dmZZ

in arbitrary units (see text) is shown in (d) as a function of mZZ in GeV for scenario S5 (S2
with t� = 20).

In total we conclude that in particular for large values of t� or vanishing gHt interferences
can get of importance for future experimental analyses. In the first case the interference
of the heavy Higgs contribution with the light Higgs can be significantly enhanced, in the
second case the interference with the background. Those cases appear in regions where the
inclusive cross sections are in the vicinity of 10�2 pb and thus potentially in reach with higher
statistics at the LHC.

4.2.4 Interferences at high invariant masses

So far we focused on the interference e↵ects between the heavy Higgs and the background
as well as the heavy Higgs and the light Higgs in the vicinity of the heavy Higgs resonance.
Within the region of the heavy Higgs mass peak the interference between the light Higgs and
the background can be considered constant, with a negative contribution to d�/dmZZ , and

18

Large 
constructive  
contribution 
from H - h 
interference! 
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Interferences at high invariant masses

15
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Figure 13: Partonic cross sections d�X/dmZZ as a function of the invariant mass mZZ in GeV
for scenario (a) S2, (b) S3 and (c) S5 (black: X = |H|2; red, dashed: X = |H|2+2Re(H ·h);
blue, dot-dashed: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H · h) + 2Re(H · B); green, dotted: X = |H|2 + 2Re(H ·
h) + 2Re(H ·B) + 2Re(h ·B)).

was therefore not considered in the discussion of gg ! ZZ so far. However, similar to our
discussion of the processes with four fermionic final states we now add the interference of
the light Higgs boson with background diagrams also to gg ! ZZ, since at high invariant
masses the interplay between all three contributions, h and H and the background B, is of
relevance and plays a role in the unitarization of the cross section. In Fig. 13 we plot the
di↵erential cross section as a function of the invariant mass of the diboson system up to
high masses beyond the heavy Higgs resonance. We exemplify the discussion for the three
scenarios S2, S3 and S5. The di↵erences between the colored curves display the importance
of the di↵erent interference terms. Since again our study is performed for the partonic cross
section and we are interested in the relative e↵ects of the interferences among each other,
we do not display units for d�/dmZZ . At high invariant masses the interference between
the heavy Higgs boson and the background is negligible, in contrast to the interference of
the light Higgs and the heavy Higgs boson, which can be large and can have either sign.
Moreover, the interference of the light Higgs boson and the background has a sizable impact
below and above mZZ = mH up to invariant masses of about 1TeV. It should be noted

19

[N. Greiner, S. Liebler, G. W. ’15]

Interference 
contributions 
entering with 
different sign 
could mimic 
peak-like 
structure! 

2HDM type I, sin(β-α) = 0.950, MH = 400 GeV, tanβ = 5:

All interference contributions needed for correct description⇒
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Higgs production via gluon fusion in the MSSM 
with CP-violation: extension of the SusHi code
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[S. Liebler, S. Patel, G. W. ’16]gg → h2h3, dependence on phase ɸAt:  

Only production process shown here  

Full result for σ x BR needs to incorporate interference contribution⇒
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Higgs mixing: possible interference effects
General case: inclusion of interference effects

Total cross section:

σtot = σ(bb̄H) + σ(bb̄A) (incoherent sum)

holds only in the CP-conserving case

But: in reality we don’t know whether CP in the Higgs sector is
conserved or not

In the general case:
Complex parameters ⇒ loop corrections induce CP-violation
Two Higgs states, nearly mass degenerate, large mixing
⇒ Large (destructive) interference possible

MSSM Higgs at the LHC: Interpretation of limits and search reach, Georg Weiglein, CMS Higgs Meeting, DESY, Hamburg, 11 / 2011 – p.13
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• complex Mmod+

h scenario with µ = 1000GeV, interference included via rescaling by ⌘̃a.

I plotted the excluded and allowed points in Fig. 10.6 in my thesis (=Fig. 1(a) here).
As a cross check, I could directly reproduce the results for the real Mmod+

h scenario with µ = 200GeV and
µ = 1000GeV. However, in the complex scenario (even neglecting the interference) I obtained a stronger
limit than Oscar due to the Ẑ-factor enhanced individual cross sections of h

2

and h
3

with the FeynHiggs flag
higgsmix=3. Only if I set higgsmix=2 (not appropriate in the complex case), I can reproduce the bounds
from Oscar’s HiggsBounds run, also the intermediate results CS bb hj ratio and CS gg hj ratio. So I sent
him a comparison of our results, a description of what I did and asked him in some emails if he had adjusted
higgsmix. Because I did not get an answer (I fully understand that he is busy in his new job, but I should
finally finish this comparison...), I read his file that he used for his HB scan. There were flags and comments to
switch on/o↵ the ⌘ contributions and to set �At = 0 or ⇡/4. On the other hand, higgsmix=2 and there was
no comment to change it.
Conclusion: higgsmix=2 instead of 3 seems to explain the di↵erence between Oscar’s and my results. I
continue with my results where I set higgsmix=3 in the complex scenario. The conclusion also implies that
Fig. 10.6 of my thesis (see Fig.1(a)) is not completely “kosher”. The qualitative e↵ect remains the same, but
the bounds shift noticeably.
Confirmation: When I just finished writing this paragraph, an email from Oscar arrived! He confirmed that
it is very likely that higgsmix=2 was used in his scan file.

2.2 Implementation of ⌘bb
a and ⌘gg

a

The interference terms in the bb̄- and the gg-initiated processes are taken into account in the following way:

�MSSM(bb̄ ! ha)

�SM(bb̄ ! ha)
�! �MSSM(bb̄ ! ha)

�SM(bb̄ ! ha)
· (1 + ⌘bba ), (9)

�MSSM(gg ! ha)

�SM(gg ! ha)
�! �MSSM(gg ! ha)

�SM(gg ! ha)
· (1 + ⌘gga ). (10)

Fig. 1(a) shows the previous result where the interference is included only in bb̄ and higgsmix=2 is used despite
the complex scenario. In contrast, Fig. 1(b) is based on higgsmix=3 and shows the exclusion bounds if no
interference is considered (blue), interference in only gg (gray), bb (black) and a combination of both (red)
according to Eqs. (9,10).

(a) Old: only ⌘bba , higgsmix=2. (b) New: ⌘bba and ⌘gga , higgsmix=3.

Figure 1: Parameter regions excluded by HiggsBounds for µ = 1000GeV, �At = ⇡/4 without the interference term

(blue) and including the interference term (red) by modifying the input data for HiggsBounds with ⌘ (see text).

2.3 Next steps

Discuss this new result, include it in Blois proceedings. Then replace FH production prediction by complex
SusHi.

2

Search for heavy Higgs bosons at the LHC: impact 
of interference effects

18

[E. Fuchs, G. W. ’16]Exclusion limits from neutral Higgs searches in 
the MSSM with and without interference effects:

CP-violating case,

ɸAt = π / 4

H, A are nearly 
mass degenerate: 
large mixing 
possible in CP-
violating case!


Incoherent sum is 
not sufficient!

⇒ Large CP-violating interference effects possible 

mhmod+  scenario,

μ = 1000 GeV
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Global fit in the MSSM, h125 as light MSSM Higgs

19

Page     | Lisa Zeune | MSSM Higgs Interpretations after LHC Run 1

Favoured regions in parameter space

• Large        (moderate      ) disfavoured by CMS Higgs             likelihood 

• Some favoured points with MMdown to 200 GeV (alignment limit)    

• Alignment condition together with small         constraint,  
requires large  

17

tan� MA ! ⌧+⌧�

MA

tan�

µAt/M
2
S

→ see talks in parallel session by L. Zeune and 
S. Heinemeyer (MasterCode fit)

[P. Bechtle, H. Haber, S. Heinemeyer, O. Stål, T. Stefaniak, G. W., L. Zeune ’16]
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Interpretation of the signal in extended Higgs sectors 
(SUSY): signal interpreted as next-to-lightest state H

Extended Higgs sector where the second-lightest (or higher) 
Higgs has SM-like couplings to gauge bosons


Lightest neutral Higgs with heavily suppressed couplings to 
gauge bosons, may have a mass below the LEP limit of 114.4 
GeV for a SM-like Higgs (in agreement with LEP bounds)


Possible realisations: 2HDM, MSSM, NMSSM, ...


A light neutral Higgs in the mass range of about 60-100 GeV      
(above the threshold for the decay of the state at 125 GeV into 
hh) is a generic feature of this kind of scenario. The search for 
Higgses in this mass range has only recently been started at 
the LHC. Such a state could copiously be produced in SUSY 
cascades.

⇒
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• Heavy Higgs interpretation only possible in very small  
parameter region 

!

!

• Without LEOs also favoured points at positive A

Favoured regions in parameter space

24

MA = 140� 180 GeV, tan� = 6� 12,

µ/MS = 6� 9, At/MS = (�1)� 0

At

Vacuum stability? 
All favoured points 
clearly beyond the 
approximate cut of 
n/Ms < 3  µ/MS < 3

Page     | Lisa Zeune | MSSM Higgs Interpretations after LHC Run 1

Summary
• The possible Higgs signal interpretations in the MSSM, as 

light CP-even Higgs in decoupling limit 

light CP-even Higgs in alignment (without decoupling) limit 

heavy CP-even Higgs  

• all provide good fits to the Higgs mass and Higgs rate measurements as 
well as to low energy observables. 

• However the allowed parameter space for the low Ma interpretations, 
2. and 3.., is very small. 

• Light Higgs interpretation in the decoupling  
provides the best fit to all data with most favoured 
region featuring light stops (and EWkinos/sleptons), 
still allowed by (8TeV) SUSY searches.

27

MA

1.

2.

3.

2. 3.

full fit

�2/⌫ �2
⌫ p

SM 85.0/91 0.93 0.66

h 68.5/84 0.82 0.89

H 73.7/85 0.87 0.80

21

Global fit in the MSSM, h125 as heavy MSSM Higgs

[P. Bechtle, H. Haber, S. Heinemeyer, O. Stål, T. Stefaniak, G. W., L. Zeune ’16]

→ see talk in 
parallel session by 
L. Zeune
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[P. Drechsel, L. Galeta, S. Heinemeyer, G. W. ’16]

⇒

Mass of the lightest and next-to-lightest Higgs in the NMSSM, 

full one-loop result + MSSM-type two-loop corrections:

Variation of λ leads to cross-over behaviour between 
doublet-like and singlet-like state                      

Example: NMSSM with a light Higgs singlet
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Figure 1: Mass of the lightest and next-to lightest CP-even Higgs-states, mh1 (left) and
mh2 (right), at tree-level, one-loop and two-loop order. At one-loop order all corrections
of the NMSSM are included with their momentum-dependence. The two-loop corrections
are approximated by the MSSM-type contributions of O(–t–s, –b–s, –2

t , –t–b) including the
resummation of the leading and next-to-leading logarithms (see text). The dotted line repre-
sents 125 GeV. The ⁄ values for which a cross-over behaviour between the masses occurs are
at the tree-level ⁄(0)

c ¥ 0.26, at one-loop order ⁄(1)
c ¥ 0.22 and at two-loop order ⁄(2)

c ¥ 0.23.

at equal footing, the SM-like state is most sensitive to genuine NMSSM-type contributions
in the region of the cross-over behaviour.

3.3 Numerically leading Contributions at the one-loop Level
For the prediction in the MSSM the top/stop sector contributions are numerically leading.
In the studied scenario, given in tab. 2, the genuine NMSSM-corrections are suppressed
w.r.t. the corresponding MSSM-like stop-corrections since ⁄ . 0.32 < Yt, see the discussion
in sect. 2.4. Thus, the genuine NMSSM corrections from this sector are expected to be
sub-leading.

In order to study the impact of the genuine NMSSM contributions we compare the ap-
proximation based on the leading MSSM-type one-loop corrections in the gauge-less limit of
O(Y 2

t ), labelled as “t/t̃-MSSM” in fig. 2, with the one where the genuine NMSSM correc-
tions of O(⁄Yt, ⁄2) are incorporated. The di�erence between the mass predictions in the two
approximations is plotted as a function of ⁄ for mh1 and mh2 in the left plot of fig. 2.8 We
find that for the whole range of ⁄ in the plot the impact of the genuine NMSSM corrections
of O(⁄Yt, ⁄2) remains less than 0.5 GeV. The largest di�erence between the two approxima-
tions occurs for the light singlet-like state h1 at large values of ⁄ close to the upper limit of
⁄ ¥ 0.32 shown in the plot. In fact, for mh1 the di�erence between the two approximations
is seen to rise sharply for increasing values of ⁄. On the other hand, at the ⁄ value where
the cross-over behaviour occurs, ⁄(1)

c , the di�erence between the two approximations is seen
to have a local maximum but remains small, below 0.1 GeV. For the doublet-like state,
which has a one-loop mass of more than 130 GeV (see fig. 1), the corrections from genuine

8The prediction for the heaviest CP-even state, mh3 , is not shown here since the di�erence between the
two approximations does not exceed 10 MeV in our sample scenario .

13

NMSSM version of FeynHiggs                                                            
→ see talks in parallel session by S. Heinemeyer, S. Paβehr
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[F. Domingo, G. W. ’15]

⇒

in the particular configuration of Fig.4). Note that varying tan� (or the squark spectrum) displaces the
favoured region in the {, �} plane: indeed the magnitude of the mass-contribution, which originates
from the mixing among Higgs-states and optimizes the mass of the light doublet state with respect to the
LHC signals, changes accordingly. Another reason for the improved fit values in the presence of a light
singlet is associated with small deviations (at the percent level) from the standard values in the couplings
of the light doublet to SM particles: the mixing with the singlet results in an increased flexibility of the
doublet-composition of the state, which in turn allows for a possibly improved match with the measured
signals.

Figure 5: Same scan as in Fig.4 but showing the characteristics of the CP-even states (mass, singlet-
composition, relative coupling h1ZZ, mass-shift of the doublet-like h2).

The composition of the two lightest CP-even states in the scan of Fig.4 is displayed in the upper part
of Fig.5: Sij denotes the orthogonal matrix rotating the CP-even Higgs sector from the gauge eigenstates
– second index ‘j’; j = 3 stands for the singlet component – to the mass eigenbase – first index ‘i’; the
mass states are ordered with increasing mass. One observes that significant singlet-doublet mixing up
to ⇠ 20% can be reached in the vicinity of mh0

1
⇠ 100 GeV, although best-fitting points show a mixing

under ⇠ 5%. This latter fact is related to the size of the mass-shift optimizing the mass of the doublet-like
state mh0

2
within the window of the LHC-signal (larger mixing would lead to mh0
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Coupling of the lightest Higgs to gauge bosons:

SM-like Higgs at 125 GeV + singlet-like Higgs at lower mass  
The case where the signal at 125 GeV is not the lightest Higgs 
arises generically if the Higgs singlet is light                      
Strong suppression of the coupling to gauge bosons⇒

NMSSM with a light Higgs singlet
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NMSSM interpretation of the observed signal

Extended Higgs sector where h(125) is not the lightest state: 
NMSSM with a SM-like Higgs at 125 GeV + a light singlet              

24
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Best fit values 
[F. Domingo, G. W. ’15]

Additional light Higgs with suppressed couplings to gauge 
bosons, in agreement with all existing constraints
⇒
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Higgs-mass predictions in SUSY: full model 
(MSSM) vs. effective field theory (EFT)

• Contributions of all particles in the loop:                                   
contributions from all sectors of the model


• Diagrammatic / effective potential methods


• Mass effects of all particles taken into account: every possible 
mass pattern can be considered


• Very large higher-order corrections:                                              
tree-level upper bound: 91 GeV ⟶ observed value: 125 GeV


Relative effect of higher-order corrections in Mh2: ≳90%

25

Full model (MSSM):
t̃, b̃, q̃, l̃, �̃±, . . .

radiative corrections

⇒

�m2
h ⇠ m4

tGF log
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• Roughly: 1 GeV change in (effective value of) mt ⇒ 1 GeV change in mh 


• FeynHiggs (fixed order): Two-loop result in on-shell scheme + (optional) 
reparametrisation in terms of mt (mt)                                                      
TeV scale: both log terms and non-log terms are numerically important!     


• Estimate of remaining theoretical uncertainties from unknown higher-
order corrections: ~ 3 GeV uncertainty, depending on the parameter 
region (uncertainties are relatively large in region of large stop mixing) 


• Full model (MSSM): preferred method for SUSY at the TeV scale


• Improvement: need 3-loop, … contributions; all contributions of O(αtiαsj) 
needed; compensations between different contributions expected 
Partial 3-loop results available [S. Martin ’07] [R. Harlander, P. Kant,            
L. Mihaila, M. Steinhauser ’08]        

26

Full model (MSSM), continued
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Effective field theory (EFT) approach
What if the SUSY particles (or part of the spectrum) sit at very high scales 
(1014 GeV, MPl, …)? High-scale SUSY, split SUSY, …                                   
⇒ very large logs, log terms dominate, need to be resummed ⇒ EFT       


Heavy SUSY particles integrated out                                                                  
Low-scale model is just the SM (1 Higgs doublet), or split-SUSY type 
scenario with 1 doublet, or 2HDM, …                                                           
Large mass gap between different scales required! 


Impact of heavy particles only via boundary conditions + threshold 
corrections at high scale                                                                                       
High-scale SUSY: renormalisation-group (RG) running + Higgs-mass 
computation involve only SM contributions                                           
SUSYHD [J. Pardo Vega, G. Villadoro ’15], FlexibleSUSY [P. Athron, J.-h. Park, 
D. Stöckinger, A. Voigt ’14], MhEFT [G. Lee, C. Wagner ’16], …   


In case of several thresholds: need to integrate out part of the spectrum
27
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Full model (MSSM) vs. EFT

At very high scales the EFT approach is superior, at low scales the 
full model approach is superior


Questions:


• What is the range of validity of both approaches (how far down 
does the EFT approach provide a good description, how far up 
the full model one)?


• Where is the transition where one should switch from one to the 
other?


• What are the theoretical uncertainties from unknown higher-
order corrections?

28
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If some SUSY particles are much heavier than O(1 TeV): larger log 
contributions ⇒ improvement with resummation of leading logs                                             
First step: diagrammatic fixed-order contributions up to two-loop order 
+ resummation of leading and next-to-leading logs

29

Full model result: leading log improvement for 
heavy SUSY particles

Leading log resummation relevant for MS ≳ 2 TeV⇒

⇒

Interpretation of the Higgs Signal in SUSY, Georg Weiglein, 573. W. und E. Heraeus-Seminar, Bad Honnef, 11 / 2014

Numerical impact of new contributions

59
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Figure 1: Mh as a function of Xt/MS for various values of MS , obtained using the full result
as implemented into FeynHiggs 2.10.0.
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result (“LL+NLL”) is compared with results containing the logarithmic contributions up to
the 3-loop, . . . 7-loop level and with the fixed-order FD result (“FH295”).

6

[T. Hahn, S. Heinemeyer, W. Hollik, H. Rzehak, G. W. ’14]

Full result ⟶

Fixed-order result ⟶

Sizable upward shift for       ≳ 2 TeV 
Large impact for confronting CMSSM, etc. with signal at 126 GeV  

mt̃⇒ [O. Buchmueller et al ’14]
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Recent improvements

30

Introduction
Update on NNLL resummation

Comparison to other codes
Low MA

Conclusion and Outlook

FeynHiggs resummation part - changelog
I Version 2.10.0:

• LL+NLL resummation @ O(–s, –t) introduced
I Version 2.11.3:

• NLO MS top mass (≥ +1.8 GeV)
• Additional terms in XOS

t æ XDR
t (≥ ≠1 GeV for

Xt/MS = 2)
I Version 2.12.0 (new):

• Full LL+NLL resummation
(inclusive electroweak contributions)

• EWino and gluino thresholds
• NNLL resummation @ O(–s, –t)
• additonal terms in extraction of MS top mass/Yukawa

coupling
(inclusive electroweak corrections)

5 / 28

 [H. Bahl, T. Hahn, S. Heinemeyer,              
W. Hollik, S. Paβehr, H. Rzehak, G. W. ’16]

-
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Numerical impact of new contributions

31

[H. Bahl et al. ’16]
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Main contribution from electroweak contributions to the running top mass⇒
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Result for the mhmod+ benchmark scenario (1 TeV)

32

[H. Bahl et al. ’16]

New electroweak contribution has an impact also at 1 TeV⇒
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How do the results compare with the EFT ones?

The comparison involves parameter transitions from the DRbar 
scheme to the on-shell scheme, which can be problematic in itself 
for large SUSY scales


Example: MRMSSM                       [J. Braathen, M. Goodsell, P. Slavich ’16]

33

The  supersoft  limit of the MRSSM
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Note: large effects also occur within the DRbar scheme 
Different options for doing the full model calculation

Differences are of higher order, much larger than uncertainty estimated in SUSYHD
34

Option 1: Higgs mass computation at scale                                                      
Option 2: First run parameters down to scale Q = mt, compute Higgs mass there 

FlexibleSUSY

Q =
p
mt̃1mt̃2

[E. Bagnaschi, A. 
Voigt, G. W. ’15]         

⇒
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Comparison: treatment of Xt

• FeynHiggs combines the fixed-order result up to the two-loop level in the on-
shell scheme with a log resummation in the MSbar/DRbar scheme (logs 
already contained in the fixed-order result are consistently subtracted)


• For internal consistency only logarithmic one-loop contributions are 
incorporated in the internal Xt conversion from the on-shell to the DRbar 
scheme used for the leading log resummation


• Which Xt value should be used in an EFT result (DRbar) for the comparison 
with FeynHiggs?


• In the following plots: XtOS to XtDRbar conversion based on logarithmic terms 
only, effect of non-logarithmic two-loop terms added to EFT result (causes 
upward shift of the EFT result by about 2 GeV for large mixing)


• Preliminary results, work in progress
35
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Comparison with SUSYHD

36

[H. Bahl et al. ’16]

Good agreement for no-mixing case, FeynHiggs results are 1-2 GeV 
higher for large mixing

⇒
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Comparison with SUSYHD

37

[H. Bahl et al. ’16]

Main deviations for large mixing⇒
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[H. Bahl et al. ’16]

For MS = 1 TeV: deviations of O(1 GeV) for large mixing, smaller effects for 
higher MS

⇒

What is the effect of the terms of O(mt/MS) that are  
neglected in the EFT results so far?
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One-loop result, effect of terms beyond the leading Yukawa 
approximation; note: the maximum for the Higgs-mass prediction 
occurs for Xt/MS ≈ 2.4
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Leading log improvement for the case of low MA: 
work in progress

39

Introduction
Update on NNLL resummation

Comparison to other codes
Low MA

Conclusion and Outlook

Low MA extension of FeynHiggs

I Full dependence on e�ective couplings
(thresholds and 2L RGEs)

25 / 28
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Vacuum stability and high-scale SUSY

• SM cannot be matched to the MSSM if the scale of the MSSM 
particles is above about 1011 GeV  [G. Giudice, A. Strumia ’12]  

• 2HDM + MSSM at high scale with and without light higgsinos / 
gauginos:


Supersymmetric UV completion + stable vacuum + Higgs at 125 
GeV works for 2HDM as low-scale model and for 2HDM + light 
higgsinos 


Does not work for split SUSY case (light higgsinos and gauginos)

40

[E. Bagnaschi, F. Brümmer, W. Buchmüller, A. Voigt, G. W. ’15]

⇒
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2HDM + light higgsinos at low scale, other MSSM 
states at high scale

41
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Figure 3: Contours of the lightest Higgs mass Mh in the mA(Mt) – tan� plane for the case where
the spectrum at the electroweak scale consists of the THDM with higgsinos, with µ = 200 GeV, for
MS = 2 · 1014 GeV (top row) and MS = 2 · 1017 GeV (bottom row). The Higgs mass prediction is
computed for Mt = 173.34± 0.76 GeV (solid black, dashed green and dotted blue). Left: full range of
tan�, low mA(Mt); right: region of low tan�, large mA(Mt). Unshaded regions are allowed by vacuum
stability. In the orange region, the electroweak vacuum is unstable but its lifetime is larger than the
age of the universe. Red regions are excluded by vacuum stability. Grey regions are uncalculable
because perturbative control is lost.
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[E. Bagnaschi, F. Brümmer, W. Buchmüller, A. Voigt, G. W. ’15]
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Figure 3: Contours of the lightest Higgs mass Mh in the mA(Mt) – tan� plane for the case where
the spectrum at the electroweak scale consists of the THDM with higgsinos, with µ = 200 GeV, for
MS = 2 · 1014 GeV (top row) and MS = 2 · 1017 GeV (bottom row). The Higgs mass prediction is
computed for Mt = 173.34± 0.76 GeV (solid black, dashed green and dotted blue). Left: full range of
tan�, low mA(Mt); right: region of low tan�, large mA(Mt). Unshaded regions are allowed by vacuum
stability. In the orange region, the electroweak vacuum is unstable but its lifetime is larger than the
age of the universe. Red regions are excluded by vacuum stability. Grey regions are uncalculable
because perturbative control is lost.
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stable vacuum

Mh

Stable or meta-stable vacuum possible for low tanβ and large MA⇒
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Conclusions
Higgs phenomenology in extended Higgs sectors:


• Need to test compatibility with signal at 125 GeV; interference effects 
of heavy Higgses with h(125) and the background and among several 
heavy Higgses (CP-violating case of the MSSM) can be important! 


• Additional Higgs(es) can also be below 125 GeV!


SUSY Higgs mass predictions:


• Higher-order log improvement of fixed-order result


• Case of low MA in progress


Stable vacuum + SUSY UV completion + Higgs at 125 GeV works for 
2HDM as low-scale model and for 2HDM + light higgsinos 
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Status of SUSY Higgs-mass predictions: 


The goal is to further improve the precision of the predictions 
and to extend the validity to higher SUSY mass values


There are numerically significant effects that are of an order that 
we do not fully control with the state of the art of the current 
predictions, effects are more apparent for higher SUSY scales


Intense effort in the community (KUTS workshops, …), 
significant progress, more work needed


Update of estimates for remaining theoretical uncertainties from 
unknown higher-order corrections in progress 

43

Conclusions, continued
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Backup

44
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Interpretation of the signal in terms of the light 
MSSM Higgs boson

• Detection of a SM-like Higgs with MH > 135 GeV would 
have unambiguously ruled out the MSSM (with TeV-scale 
masses)


• Signal at 125 GeV is well compatible with MSSM prediction


• Observed mass value of the signal gives rise to lower bound 
on the mass of the CP-odd Higgs:  


•                          : ``Decoupling region’’ of the MSSM, where 
the light Higgs h behaves SM-like


•      Would not expect observable deviations from the SM at 
the present level of accuracy

45

MA > 200 GeV

) MA � MZ

)
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CP-violating MSSM: relative interference contributions

46

provides the strongest constraints10. Thus, we calculate the partonic cross-sections of the following two
2 ! 2 processes without NWA,

bb̄ ! ha ! ⌧+⌧�, (1)

gg ! ha ! ⌧+⌧�. (2)

We compute process (1), which is part of the bb̄ha-associated production, at tree-level, and process (2)
with one-loop diagrams of the first vertex. Besides, we take propagator-type corrections into account
by using Higgs masses, total widths and Ẑ-factors from FeynHiggs at 2-loop order. The Higgs res-
onances are parametrised as Breit-Wigner propagators and the mixing is accounted for by Ẑ-factors,
which yields a viable approximation of the full propagators2,4. The cross-section of the complete process
contains the coherent sum of the amplitudes with h

1

, h
2

, h
3

-exchange in the s-channel, i. e. �
coh

=
�
�
|h

1

+ h
2

+ h
3

|2
�
, including the interference term, which is neglected in the incoherent sum, �

incoh

=
�
�
|h

1

|2 + |h
2

|2 + |h
3

|2
�
, i.e. �

int

= �
coh

� �
incoh

. In the case of �At = 0, only h and H can interfere
whereas a non-vanishing value of �At induces a 3⇥3 mixing and the interference between all of the neutral
Higgs bosons h

1

, h
2

, h
3

. We define ⌘ as the relative size of the overall interference term with respect to
the incoherent cross section, which has so far been assumed in the interpretation of Higgs searches,

⌘ =
�
int

(�At)

�
incoh

(�At)
. (3)

For the numerical evaluation, we define a CP-violating benchmark scenario as a modification of the
standard Mmod+

h -scenario5 by setting µ = 1000GeV (as also proposed in 5) and introducing the complex
phase �At = ⇡

4

. In this CP-violating scenario, Fig. 3 shows the relative interference e↵ect ⌘ in the
MH± � tan� plane, Fig. 1(a) for the bb̄-initiated process (1), and Fig. 1(b) for gluon fusion (2), both with
⌧+⌧� in the final state. Due to the approximate degeneracy of Mh2 and Mh3 in the decoupling limit and
the significant mixing of H,A into h

2

, h
3

in sizeable parts of the parameter space, the interference term
becomes very large in both processes. Around MH± = 480GeV, tan� = 29, the relative interference
contribution ranges down to ⌘ = �97%, surrounded by a considerable, destructive interference “valley”.
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Figure 1 – Relative interference contribution ⌘[%] of the Higgs bosons h
1

, h
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, h
3

decaying to ⌧+⌧� in the complex
Mmod+

h -scenario with µ = 1000GeV and �At = ⇡
4

. (a) bb̄ initial state, (b) gg initial state (note the di↵erent scale
of the colour code).

4 Impact of interference terms on exclusion limits

The drastic, destructive interference terms suppress the expected cross sections and need to be included in
a consistent evaluation of exclusion bounds from the so far negative searches for additional Higgs bosons.

[E. Fuchs, G. W. ’16]
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Are LHC searches sensitive to a low-mass Higgs 
with suppressed couplings to gauge bosons?

47

ATLAS h → 𝛾𝛾 searches in the low-mass region: [ATLAS Collaboration ’14]

Example: MSSM, H(125) case: BR(h1 → 𝛾𝛾) = 8.5 10-7, three orders 
of magnitude below BR for a SM-like Higgs of this mass (65 GeV)
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Light NMSSM Higgs: comparison of gg →h1 → 𝛾𝛾 
with the SM case and the ATLAS limit on fiducial σ

48

[F. Domingo, G. W. ’15]

⇒ Limit starts to probe the NMSSM parameter space                     
But: best fit region is far below the present sensitivity


Such a light Higgs could be produced in a SUSY cascade, e.g.                 

Figure 11: On the left: gluon-gluon-fusion cross-section for the mostly-singlet state, then decaying into
a pair of photons, for a center of mass energy of 8 TeV, in the scan of Fig.9; the corresponding value
for a SM Higgs boson is given by the green curve. On the right, a reproduction of the ATLAS limit on
the fiducial cross-section for a light Higgs state (in the presence of the ⇠ 125 GeV one) decaying into
photons.

points of the scan. Unconventional decay rates also appear as a possibility when the singlets are beyond
⇠ 125 GeV (blue points), even though maximal diphoton rates remain below ⇠ 1%.

In Fig.11, we study how the Higgs production cross-section at 8 TeV compares to the ATLAS limits
on the fiducial cross-section for the diphoton decay channel [43]. We estimated the cross-section for the
light Higgs states of the scan of Fig.9 in the following way: we multiplied the SM gluon-gluon-fusion
cross-section delivered by SusHi [45] by the squared e↵ective coupling of h0

1 to gluons, relative to its
SM value at the same mass, and the diphoton branching ratio of h0

1. We observe that the cross-section
may almost reach the order of magnitude probed experimentally, both when the singlet is heavier or
lighter than 125 GeV (note that in the immediate vicinity of 125 GeV, comparing the cross-section of the
mostly-singlet state with the ATLAS limit has limited sense, due to the possibly large mixing between
singlet and doublet states), although the best-fitting points tend to cluster around much smaller values
– at or below the 1 fb range. Further searches in the low-mass region, in the diphoton but also in the
fermionic channels, would be an interesting probe and place limits on the light-singlet scenario.

In Fig.12, we vary tan� and � somewhat so as to modulate the strength of the F-term contribution to
the tree-level doublet Higgs mass. As a result, larger singlet-doublet mixings are favoured: the two-state
mixing uplift can indeed compensate the decreased tree-level contribution and thus help maintain the
mass of the light doublet state in the vicinity of ⇠ 125 GeV. In agreement with our discussion in section
4, we observe that large singlet-doublet mixing, up to ⇠ 25%, may be achieved for a singlet mass in the
range [90� 100] GeV, with excellent fit-values to the Higgs measurement data. Therefore, this low tan�
regime also motivates the search for a light singlet state, possibly responsible for the ⇠ 2.3 � excess in
the LEP e+e� ! h! bb̄ channel. The magnitude of the mass uplift for the doublet state in this region
may again reach up to 6� 8 GeV, as we observe on the plot on the bottom left-hand side of Fig.12.

Concerning the prospects of discovery of the light state in pair production, the Higgs-to-Higgs cou-
plings in the scan of Fig.12 are displayed on the right-hand side of this figure. The typical magnitude
would be close to 10�40% of gSM

H3 for h2�h1�h1, 0�30%, for h2�h2�h1, and 85�100%, for h2�h2�h2

(in the region where the lightest state is a singlet). The impact of the singlet-doublet couplings on the
apparent Higgs pair production cannot be simply estimated as the latter depends on several interfering
diagrams. We see however that the typical couplings reach ⇠ 30% of the pure-doublet value.

Although all these observations are essentially similar to our discussion in section 4, the crucial point
rests upon the fact that such a Higgs phenomenology is also achievable in this low tan� / large �
regime, without relying on large radiative corrections to the Higgs masses. This provides a motivation
for relatively-light supersymmetric spectra (at least, as far as the third generation is concerned). In the
(ever less likely) case where the search for stops at the LHC would crown this configuration, deviations
of the Higgs couplings from the SM expectations could be generated at the loop level and be considered
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Would such a light Higgs be detectable at the LHC

and / or the ILC?

LHC:

Not in decays of the state at ∼ 126 GeV if mass of
lightest Higgs >

∼ 63 GeV

So far there are no LHC searches for light Higgses in
this mass range

In case of SUSY, such a light Higgs could be produced
in a SUSY cascade, e.g. χ̃0

2 → χ̃0
1h; could be similar for

other types of BSM physics

ILC:

Pair production, e.g. SUSY case: e+e− → hA
+ tt̄h production, . . .
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